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thermowave: Dual leadership in new management board
In the course of the future-oriented reorganisation towards a more diverse management in the Güntner
Group, the management board of the thermowave GmbH was restructured, too: As of April 3, Klaus-Dieter
Kleinsteiber is responsible for field of Operation, while Udo Brünjes manages the field of Sales.

Udo Brünjes

Klaus-Dieter Kleinsteiber

Experienced works manager with pronounced structures
Klaus-Dieter Kleinsteiber has been responsible for the general business management from 2015 onwards.
His technical know-how stemming from more than 20 years of experience in leadership positions in the
automotive supply industry enabled him to improve the production site’s performance considerably. With the
new strategic orientation of thermowave, the focus on growth will be even stronger.
Sales professional with excellent technical know-how
With Udo Brünjes in the field of Sales, thermowave relies on an extremely versed sales professional from
among the members of the sister company Güntner with more than 25 years of experience in the
refrigeration and air conditioning industry. Within the Güntner Group, Mr Brünjes already held different
leadership positions e. g. as Division Manager for basetec as well as Area Sales Manager for Güntner. With
his international experience as Key Account Manager in the wholesale business, Mr Brünjes will direct the
future focus of the company as a competent and customer-oriented partner.
Well prepared for the future
This dual leadership comprising the extensive experience of two experts will allow thermowave to follow
through with their medium-term goal of consolidating and expanding their market share in the booming plate
heat exchanger segment of the refrigeration and air conditioning market.

About thermowave
thermowave GmbH is a leading manufacturer of plate heat exchangers configured according to customer specifications in a wide range
of materials, frame designs and sizes. Its head office is in Berga halfway between Göttingen and Leipzig. The product portfolio covers
everything from standard heat exchangers for HVAC applications to highly specialised apparatuses for industrial refrigeration, the food
and beverages industry, the chemical and process industry, and the energy sector. All products are “Made in Germany” and are tested
at an in-house test facility. This procedure was certified by the independent German Technical Inspection Authority TÜV. Over 25 years’
experience and continuous development ensure the high-quality standard.
Like Güntner GmbH & Co KG, worldwide leading manufacturer of components for refrigeration and air condition, JAEGGI
Hybridtechnologie AG and basetec products & solutions, thermowave also belongs to Güntner Group. As subsidiaries of A-HEAT Allied
Heat Technology AG which is located in Vienna, these companies benefit from information and know-how transfer which give the group
members the critical impulses from synergy effects.
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